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Accelerate the Implementation of Global Label
Management for SAP® EHS Management

Unlock the benefits of global
label management functionality
in a modular and predictable
way. This implementation service offering from SAP Consulting contains a predefined scope
and process settings. And it
enables a comprehensive implementation of global label management functionality in the
SAP EHS Management
application.

Summary
The engineering-driven methodology of the global label management implementation service offers the fastest time to value for your labeling investments in the SAP®
Environment, Health, and Safety Management (SAP EHS Management) application.
At the same time, you are able to maintain the flexibility to customize your solution
further, if needed – now or in the future.
Business Challenges
•• Standardize and automate inconsistent, manual processes
•• Focus on strategic initiatives, not administrative tasks
•• Improve efficiency, process quality, and regulatory compliance
Key Features
•• Built-in support for best practices – Get immediate support for typical business
requirements
•• Preconfigured software and fixed-scope services – Know exactly what to expect
with predetermined costs and implementation times
•• Dynamic bar code–label generation – Eliminate the need for manual processing
of data and report generation
Business Benefits
•• Create global, harmonized, system-compliant templates without needing major
upgrades when requirements change
•• Maintain ongoing growth customization ability through modular methodology
•• Improve print performance and support for large quantities of labels through
a high-volume label-printing engine
For More Information
Call your SAP representative, or visit us online at
www.sap.com/lines-of-business/sustainability.
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Does your business require a label-creation
solution that assures product safety compliance? Do you lack the time and resources
to shop around for the perfect solution?
Are you holding back on initiating a project because of potential scope creep and
uncertain timelines? Perhaps you’ve already
made the decision to go with the SAP® Environment, Health, and Safety Management
(SAP EHS Management) application, but
in order to get implementation approval,
you need a detailed understanding of the
solution scope and features and an accurate budget forecast.
The SAP Consulting organization can
help you get started by addressing your
immediate business needs. SAP Consulting can also show you how using a modular
methodology gives you the flexibility you
need to grow your SAP EHS Management
application in increments to stay in line with
ongoing business growth and changing
requirements. Many best-run companies
use implementation services through SAP
Consulting to create business value with
a comprehensive approach to a modular
implementation methodology.
Label generation requires huge manual
effort in collecting data and creating reports.
With SAP EHS Management, you can have

automatic label generation. The focus of
the global label management implementation service is a secure, efficient, reliable,
and quick way to implement label management for existing implementations of
SAP EHS Management that are product
and safety based.
In contrast to traditional implementation
approaches, the implementation service
offering from SAP Consulting represents
a rapid and transparent approach to delivering services. The clearly defined deliverables are supported by proven tools and
tested with robust processes, enabling an
early understanding of functional and technical scope. This puts you in the position
to know what you are getting for a fixed
budget up front. SAP Consulting leverages
its extensive global implementation experience and helps deploy solutions with a
clear set of deliverables in order to realize
the expected outcomes on time. Built-in
best practices and well-engineered services encompass an extensive tool set of
accelerators and templates enabling SAP
Consulting to get your solution up and running. And you retain the flexibility to customize your business process at any time.
The global label management implementation service provides basic master

data setup. It also enables use of the
business process configurations required
in global label management functionality
to generate compliant labels through the
SAP EHS Management application. Besides
the implementation accelerators, the service includes the following basic required
components and tools:
•• Global harmonized system-compliant
templates
•• Dynamic bar code–label generation
•• Improved print performance and support
for large amounts of labels through
a high-volume label-printing engine
The implementation service offered
through SAP Consulting can be leveraged
in multiple ways. This global label management implementation service features comprehensive support for business processes
in independently deployable components.
You can choose between a full-project
approach to get your business solution
ready to run, or, anticipating further future
customization, you can select a rapidprototyping approach to jump-start your
solution implementation. This methodology
allows you to innovate your own set of customized processes while enjoying a rapid
and painless solution implementation.

